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We are proud to inform you that the headquaters of the International Federation
of Denturists have been succesfully transferred to Belgium on 03/05/2022.

International Federation of Denturists
Marktstraat 6
9060 Zelzate
BELGIUM
VAT: BE 0785.655.953

BELGIUM, MALTA
Several years ago John Salomone from Malta started a trial over there to get
denturism legalised in Malta. Also Matthias Luypaert (IFD’s Vice president)
from Belgium started a similar case against the Belgian State..
https://mailchi.mp/c3c54aa3412f/ifd-prosthetics-talk-show-9135241?e=[UNIQID]
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The starting point was the EU directive on partial access: "When someone
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performs acquired competencies within a profession in a European
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country, they should be able to perform the same competencies in any
other European country"
In Malta, where the process has been going on for 12 years, there was a
negative verdict a few weeks ago. On the 30th of May there was a verdict from
the court in Brussels, Belgium, which was unfortunately negative as well. In
both cases denturism was described as an invasive profession and a danger
for public health…
After consultation with the lawyers, it appears that we have no choice but to
appeal against the unexpected negative advice of the court, otherwise this
advice is permanent and final. It is also unclear whether the request in Belgium
had to be submitted to the Belgian state or the communities.
They will therefore start an additional procedure against the Flemish
Community. The lawyers are also looking into whether and how we can go to
the European Court in Luxembourg to declare Belgium and Malta in default, as
they ignore the European directive regarding partial access.
Contacts have already been exchanged between the Belgian lawyers and
those from Malta,
The forces are united, the war is still on!

From our Experts

Tips & Tricks
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For even better flow phase of our XPLEX resin our experts recommend you to
keep an eye on the mixing ratio.
The mixing ration can slightly be adapted for a better flow phase. From
13ml:20g to 15ml:20g. This won't affect the physical properties.
All our instructions for use are available here.

VITA VIONIC VIGO
Digital Dentures from A to Z

Many dental technicians have several questions about digital dentures: Are
digital dentures just a trend or is this a model for the future of my dental
laboratory? What experience have fellow practitioners gathered who have
already started fabricating dentures digitally? You can find the answer to these
questions and more here. Read exciting field reports from peers, learn how to
https://mailchi.mp/c3c54aa3412f/ifd-prosthetics-talk-show-9135241?e=[UNIQID]
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fabricate digital dentures without compromising esthetics and learn what to
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consider to ensure your successful start with digital full dentures.
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